FILLON MIXING EQUIPMENT

QUICK-MIX 150 PLUS: 64.5"W x 20.5"D

QUICK-MIX 220 PLUS: 92"W x 20.5"D

QUICK-MIX PLUS MACHINE FEATURES
The easiest machine to configure
Quick-Mix Plus mixing machines feature a snap-together modular design for greater flexibility, easy assembly, and
improved durability. A total of 6 mixing shelves can be added to the base unit to increase the capacity. Quick-Mix
Plus machines are built-to-last for an unprecedented quality mixing experience.
Quick-Mix Plus machines include a UL/CSA Approved (Class 1, Division 1, Group D) Explosion-proof 3/4HP, 115V/60 HZ,
single-phase motor with intrinsically safe timer (15-minute adjustable cycle).





Patented Quick-Link™ system is the most trusted and surefire mixing technology available worldwide.
Fast and effortless can handling. Remove containers even while the machine is running.
Cans stay permanently engaged to the driving devices for safer and more reliable mixing.
No tools are needed for assembly. The motor package includes safety gloves, instructional CD-Rom,
disassembly tool, and owner's manual.

FILLON MIXING EQUIPMENT
MINI-MIX 150 MACHINE
The smaller paint line solution
Mini-Mix is a compact, versatile, and budget friendly machine
designed for smaller mixing applications. The base unit can be
used as a stand-alone machine or the capacity can be increased
by adding up to 4 additional mixing shelves.
The optional pedestal and Alu/Zinc work surface converts
the machine into a convenient work station complete with
lower storage.




MINI-MIX 150: 62"W x 9.5"D

S35 INTERCHANGEABLE LID
( 0.5-LITER, QUART, AND LITER)



Dependable Quick-Link technology guarantees quality
mixing results.
No assembly required for the stand-alone base unit.
Increase the mixing capacity by adding extra 8-place
gallon or 12-place quart mixing shelves to the machine
base unit.
Includes Explosion-Proof 3/4HP, Single-phase 110V/60Hz
motor and digital timer.

S35 QUART/ LITER MIXING LID

S35 GALLON/3.5-LITER MIXING LID

S35 MIXING LIDS
Try them on for size
Introducing the latest generation of professional mixing lids for dispensing both solvent and waterborne paints
with better control and more comfort.






New Interchangeable lid is convenient for managing 0.5-liter cans common to most waterborne paint lines.
Improved paddle design with stainless steel shafts prevent contamination.
Innovative pouring lever with 'pause' feature helps dispense high-strength toners and waterborne paints with
more precision.
New soft-touch locking system and comfort grip handles
Includes both Quick-Link and standard forks for compatibility with all fork style machines.
The Fillon brand is a registered trademark of Fillon Technologies Inc.

1-800-777-1583 or 401-431-1580 Monday- Friday, 8:00 - 4:30 PM EST
or sales.northamerica@fillontech.com. Please visit our website at www.fillontech.com
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